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Purpose and Agenda

 Provide an update on National Integration Center (NIC) projects and programs 

 Agenda 
 National Resource Hub

 Current Planning Guidance

 NIC Coordination Group

 Resilience Analysis and Planning Tool (RAPT)

 Restoring Flow Technical Assistance

 Planning for Dam Emergencies

 Alert and Warning Communications Technical Assistance
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National Resource Hub
OneResponder

Resource Inventorying System
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Resource Typing 
Library Tool

OneResponderResource Inventory 
System

1 2 3

Access and automate integration of NIMS resource 
typing definitions, position qualification sheets, and 
position task book templates:
• Centralized database and primary source for 

508s, 509s, and PTB templates
• Serves as foundational data model and 

database for RIS
• Publicly available API for 3rd party systems to 

consume live data feed from RTLT

Resource Management Technology Tools

Provides a common language and approach 
for managing personnel qualifications and 
credentials in support of the NQS:
• Supports the personnel qualifications, 

certification, and credential management
• November 2021 – Restricted access NRH 

API and data services developed and 
available.

Centralized software tool for inventorying individual 
resources, including personnel:
• Supports the inventorying of teams, personnel, 

equipment, facilities, and supplies.
• July 2021 - Online version of the Resource 

Inventory System launched and available.
• November 2021 – Restricted access NRH API 

and data services developed and available.

The National Resource Hub is a suite of web-based tools that support a consistent approach 
for the resource management preparedness process.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RIS is essentially IRIS in a cloud hosted environmentThis allows organizations to share information about inventoried resources among partners at any level, rather than hosting a stand-alone database on a local computer or serverOrganizations still have the option of sharing resource information or notThere is a selection for each resource inventoried that allows organizations to make this choice at the individual inventoried resource levelThe current Restricted Use API allows organizations to connect RIS data into other 3rd party systems, too, outside the National Resource Hub boundaryExample is the EMAC Operation System, currently in its early stages – Resource inventory data comes directly from RIS into EOS

https://rtlt.preptoolkit.fema.gov/Public
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 Launch of the National Resource Hub 
Outreach Campaign
 NIMS Alert

 Webinar Series

 Workshops at Specific Conferences

 New “Events” section

 New video tutorials 

 Updated user guides 

 Restricted Access API and data services

 https://preptoolkit.fema.gov/web/nation
al-resource-hub

General Updates
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https://preptoolkit.fema.gov/web/national-resource-hub
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Resource Inventory System

 Launched July 2021 as a cloud-hosted centralized resource inventory solution

 Improved Resource Typing Calculator feature

 November 2021: Restricted API and data services available 

OneResponder

 Labeling of fields to align with NIMS and NQS terminology

 November 2021: Restricted API and data services available 

 Phase 1 integration of the RTLT API complete

 For positions with a Job Title/Position Qualification (JTPQ), the reference is directly linked and accessible to the end-user.

 For positions with a PTB Template, competencies, behaviors, and tasks from the NQS PTB template carry over

National Resource Hub Update
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
RT Calculator functionsRIS Typing calculator was optimized in 5.4 and 5.4.1 releases to account for definition calculations more appropriately where “Same as Type” is used on certain capabilities.RTLT Typing calculator was developed based of RIS functionality and deployed within RTLT in 5.5 (Feb 12, 2022)RTLT Typing calculator is publicly available and can be used to select capabilities and derive a type.



2021 National Mutual Aid Technology Exercise

Goal: Demonstrate and exercise policy and 
technology interoperability among resource and 
incident management systems through the 
seamless exchange of priority information and 
application in organizational 
structures.

NEMA Participation

 Participated in the API drill by working with and 
integrating National Resource Hub data services 
into NEMA’s EOS system.

Opportunities for Improvement

 The community needs an environment in which 
to bring together common resource data from 
multiple systems.

 Develop a road map for a broader network of 
systems across the nation to exchange data 
among trusted parties for a myriad of uses.
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 NQS releases in late 2021

 Radiological Emergency Preparedness Program Exercise Evaluator
 Public Assistance positions 
 NQS Implementation Objectives FAQs 

 NQS projects for 2022

 Suite of Communications-related positions
 Update to Credentialing guide
 EOC skillset virtual “crosswalk”

 NQS Technical Assistance

 Ongoing workshops in FEMA Regions and help desk continuing support

For more information, contact the NIMS Inbox: FEMA-NIMS@fema.dhs.gov

National Qualification System Updates
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mailto:FEMA-NIMS@fema.dhs.gov


Current Planning Guidance 



Current Activities

Local Elected and Appointed Officials Guide

 Outline major roles and considerations for local senior 

officials before, during and after disasters. 

 Provide key resources and best practices while 

highlighting general emergency management principles, 

planning considerations and programs.  

Planning Considerations for Cyber Incidents

 Discuss roles, responsibilities and coordination of 

emergency managers and other key partners. 

 Outline common terminology, provide resources and 

highlight best practices and planning considerations for 

use in the development of a cyber incident response plan.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This year the NIC is planning on releasing a guide for local officials as well as a planning consideration document focusing on cyber incidents. The Local Elected and Appointed Officials Guide is envisioned to be a resource for senior officials covering roles they may play before, during and after disaster.It will highlight the benefit of engaging and coordinating with emergency managers, provide summaries of key emergency management concepts and programs, and will stress the importance of coordination with external partners and stakeholders. The Planning Considerations: Cyber Incidents guide will focus on providing foundational knowledge to SLTT emergency managers about cyber incidents and response to support plan development. We are working in coordination with CISA on this effort. The focus of this guide is not on cybersecurity – actions emergency managers can take to protect their systems – but rather on the actions necessary to respond to a cyber incident when one occurs.The guide will also discuss cascading impacts from cyber incidents on “traditional” typical emergency management functions and roles (e.g., mass care, coordination, communication, resourcing).Separate national engagement periods will be conducted for each effort where stakeholders will be able to review drafts and provide feedback. As part of the engagement periods, we will conduct webinars to discuss the documents, get direct feedback and answer questions. We will also be  conducting informational webinars when the final versions of each document is release. If you are particularly interested in either topic, or would like to have best practices or lessons learned from your jurisdiction included in the documents, please let us know.
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 Local elected and appointed officials are critical to emergency management efforts. 
They make significant policy, resource and communication decisions prior to, during 
and following disasters.

 This guide will serve as a resource for senior officials to understand, prepare for and 
execute their leadership responsibilities and help:
 Mitigate community risks;

 Save lives;

 Protect property; and

 Recover from disasters.

 Anticipated release: Summer 2022

Local Elected and Appointed Officials’ Guide - Scope
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Additional Resources
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Additional Resources
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• NIC has developed planning tools and resources to 
address different planning gaps and challenges to 
include:

• Disaster Housing
• Supply Chain Resilience
• Complex Coordinated Terrorist Attacks
• Engaging Faith Based and Community Organizations
• Disaster Financial Management Guide
• Evacuation and Shelter in Place
• Hazardous Materials Incidents
• Healthcare Facilities and Power Outages 

• Please visit our websites at:
https://www.fema.gov/emergency-

managers/national-preparedness/plan

https://www.fema.gov/emergency-managers/national-preparedness/plan


NIC Coordination Group



NIC Coordination Group (NCG)

 The NCG brings together emergency and incident 

managers, public safety professionals, community 

leaders, and other experts from diverse backgrounds to 

share information, exchange ideas, and promote national 

resilience.
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 The NCG includes members from the following emergency 

management entities:

□ All-Hazards Incident Management Teams 

Association (AHIMTA)

□ Big City Emergency Managers (BCEM)

□ FEMA National Integration Center (NIC)

□ International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP)

□ International Association of Emergency Managers 

(IAEM)

□ International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)

□ National Emergency Management Association 

(NEMA)

□ National Wildfire Coordinating Group (NWCG)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NCG brings together emergency and incident managers, public safety professionals, community leaders, and other experts from diverse backgrounds to share information, exchange ideas, and promote national resilience. Through consistent collaboration, NCG members can gain a broader perspective on preparedness matters impacting the whole community.The NCG structure consists of a main group and six standing sub-groups. NCG Main group membership is comprised of proven leaders. These individuals belong to major emergency management associations and organizations that operate with a nation-wide (or international) scope with local practitioners as their member base. NCG Main Group member responsibilities include:Identifying relevant issues affecting jurisdictions, analyzing underlying factors, and offering individual perspectives on potential solutions;Providing subject matter expert (SME) review of products;Contributing to after-action discussions, when appropriate, following major incidents or exercises;Sharing information on programs with stakeholders and partners; andRecognizing topic areas that require planning guidance, technical assistance, tools, and resources for jurisdictions.
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 Recent NCG Main Group Discussion Topics

□ FEMA Strategic Plan
□ Streamlining National Approaches to 

Emergency Management 
□ Climate Resilience

 The six NCG Sub-groups include:

□ Communications
□ Law Enforcement 
□ Planning
□ Resource Management and Qualifications
□ Technology
□ Training

NCG Structure and Projects
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NCG Main Group is a forum for leading emergency and incident management and public safety professionals to share their priorities and focus areas, inform partners of existing resources, and discuss work being done by the standing sub-groups. Recent discussions in the main group included the 2022-2026 FEMA Strategic Plan, Streamlining National Approaches to Emergency Management, and Climate Resilience. Guest speakers include FEMA’s Region 9 Administrator - Bob Fenton, the Senior Official Performing the Duties for Resilience – Victoria Salinas, and the Emergency Planning Coordinator in the Office of Emergency Management for Seattle - Lucia Schmit. The six NCG sub-groups focus on more specified topic areas with relevant subject matter experts. Examples of sub-group projects include:Law Enforcement Sub-Group - Researching the implementation of NIMS and ICS for law enforcement operations;Technology Sub-Group - Reviewing and updating technology-related positions within EOCs and ICS structures; andPlanning Sub-Group - Producing Planning Observations Bulletins to identify emergency management considerations on topics such as Fatality Management and Cyber Incidents.



Resilience Analysis and Planning Tool (RAPT)



RAPT helps you VISUALIZE and ANALYZE data for all 
phases of emergency management. 

Infrastructure Hazards, Weather, RiskPeople and Community   

 RAPT gives everyone - emergency managers, hazard mitigation officers, citizens - a free, 
no-login required GIS capability. 

 Over 80 pre-loaded GIS layers are easy to toggle on and off and combine. Pop-up boxes for 
data points.

 Easy to use tools: Incident Analysis Tool, population counter. 
 Add your own data from public sources, weblink, or your own data. 
 Results can be printed or downloaded to spreadsheets. 



Use Case: Impending Storm

Hazard/Risk:
Incident Analysis Tool to draw 
projected storm path 

Infrastructure:
Hospitals[  ] in path of storm and 
outside potentially affected area

Census Tract:
% of population with a disability 
over 20%

LAYER COMBINATION

DECISION SUPPORT
• Priority hospitals for evacuation support. 
• Hospital locations outside of impact zone 

to re-direct patients.
• Planning and operations support to help 

evacuate people with disabilities. 



Restoring Flow Technical Assistance
Aligning the Public and Private Sectors
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Prioritizing Restoring the Flow of Private Sector Capacity
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• Private sector capacity far exceeds what the 
government and non-profit organizations can obtain 
and provide to an area following an incident. 

• The most effective way to deliver the needed supplies 
to a disaster-impacted area is by re-establishing pre-
disaster supply chains.  

• Government actions can inadvertently impede the 
restoration of supply chains and flow. 

• Emergency managers must work with the private sector to: 
• build a shared understanding of supply chain interdependencies and vulnerabilities, and 
• identify ways the government can support the private sector to rapidly restore these critical flows. 



Unit Overview  
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TA Objectives

 Network analysis of community lifelines: food, 
fuel, transportation, water, communications. 

 Shift the focus from pushing relief supplies to 
ensuring that regular supply chains are 
restored as rapidly as possible. 

 Provide operational strategies for: 
 Improved coordination 
 Greater transparency and information sharing
 Emergency waivers 
 Reducing government impediments

 Aligning public and private sector decisions at 
all levels. 

 Webinar Series: private sector leaders from 
community lifeline sectors and associations, 
examination of real-world events.

Workshops in TX, Pacific NW, Mid-Atlantic
Collaboration with State Private Sector Offices 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of the course is to produce a personalized action plan that you can immediately use upon returning to your workplace.



Planning for Dam Emergencies 
Collaborative Technical Assistance
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 There are over 15,000 high hazard dams; 2,300 of these have been rated deficient by 
the American Society of Civil Engineers.

 The Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act provides $1.8+ Billion for Dams for 
maintenance, compliance, mitigation, or removal.

 Focus on infrastructure alone is insufficient for resilience. 

 Must also invest in collaborative planning, exercises, data analysis, communicating 
with the public, and using watershed areas to plan across jurisdictional boundaries. 

 The failure of two small high hazards dams in Michigan: 
 Impacted more than 4,000 structures
 Caused estimated losses of $245M
 Required the evacuation of 11,000 residents

Planning for Dam Emergencies TA

24

Edenville Dam breachSanford Dam breach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
South Carolina, San Diego, Puerto Rico, MD/WV
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New or renewed partnerships between dam owners and operators and emergency 
managers. Half of the nation’s 91,450 dams are privately owned.  

Greater emergency management understanding of the 
operational considerations for dam owners/operators.  

Enhanced risk communication strategies, improved alerts and 
warning protocols, and evacuation/shelter-in-place planning.   

Modeling and analysis of dam failure scenarios and 
impact to the community.  

New or revised plans and assessments tested through EXERCISES. Greater coordination between 
dam emergency action plans and emergency management emergency operations plans.   

Planning for Dam Emergencies TA

Partnership: NIC-TA and National Dam Safety Program; strong participation from state officials. 



When Minutes Matter: 
Alert and Warning Communications Technical Assistance



 Hawaii False Alarm: 38 
minutes before second WEA 
message confirming false 
alarm.

 Camp Fire: Used opt-in system 
but 1/3 of population not 
reached.

 Cascadia Rising Exercise: 
Message content debated until 
end of exercise. 

 Gatlinburg Fire: Power outages 
meant messages not verified –
not sent.

 Oroville Dam Spillway: 
Evacuation caused hours of 
bumper-to-bumper traffic.

Why Getting Alerts and Warnings Right Is Important

Camp Fire, 2018 Oroville Dam Spillway, 2017

Gatlinburg Fire, 2016Cascadia Rising Exercise, 2016 

27

Hawaii False Alert, 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instructional Note:  Choose specific case studies (one slide) Quickly go over the case studies and Ask students to enter into the chat what themes they are seeing from these examples – which if any relate to what they are most concerned about.Hawaii False Alarm: 3 minutes later, state cancelled additional messages, but no automated way to countermand the first alert through IPAWS.  Manual process took 38 minutes. Camp Fire, 2018: Emergency phone calls alerting Paradise residents to evacuate ahead of the Camp Fire failed to reach more than a third of those who had signed up for the local warning system. Officials did not use the Wireless Emergency Alert (WEA) system.Oroville Dam Spillway Evacuation, 2017: 188,000 people were ordered to evacuate immediately causing hours of bumper-to-bumper traffic.Cascadia Rising Exercise, 2016 AAR: Page 10: “While some jurisdictions had pre-approved messaging in place, other jurisdictions hit roadblocks in deciding on message content and debated this issue until the end of the exercise.” Gatlinburg Fire, 2017: The Servier County Fire Chief requested an EAS message to announce the City of Gatlinburg evacuation. Power outages meant the Tennessee Emergency Management Authority couldn’t verify it so the message did not go out. ThemesSome reluctance to use WEA which doesn’t have the same bandwidth congestion issues.Need for prior planning to deal with road congestion (this also is a major concern for those in wildfire zones)Power outagesToo long in deciding on the message
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TA Objectives: Improve Messages and Reduce Delays
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 Process Delays
 Lack of coordination between agencies.
 Lack of protocols or protocols that inhibit 

dissemination.
 Lack of familiarity with A&W channels

 Behavioral Delays
 Don’t receive the warning
 Desire to corroborate information
 Confusion regarding warning content
 Lack of advanced planning and preparation
 Desire to stay and defend

FEMA PrepTalk, 2018, Modernizing Public Warning Messages, Dennis Mileti

 Diffusion Delays
 Limited reach of A&W channels

Researchers have identified three periods of potential delays 
from the time the event is detected to when protective action 
guidance is initiated.
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TA Participants and Format
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Format: Two 5-hour remote sessions; 150 
participants

Bi-annual Community of Practice 
Webinars: new research, SLTT best 
practices, peer-to-peer lessons from real 
world experience

Participants: 
 Emergency managers
 Public Information Officers
 Social media communicators
 Public outreach coordinators

(not designed for vendors)

 Coordination and partnership 
with Statewide Interoperability 
Coordinators

Unit 1: Mapping Process Delays

Unit 2: Maximizing the Reach of A&W 
Messages

Unit 3: Creating A&Ws that Move 
Individuals from Awareness to Action

Unit 4: Managing Social Media During 
Disasters

IPAWS/NWS Office Hours

Day 1

Day 2

Overview / RAPT / Pre-workOrientation



Questions?
John.Ford@fema.dhs.gov
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